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Lost Legion
In the year 53 b.C. a Roman army is defeated in Asia Minor. A legion survives and settles in China. At the present time an Italian historian travels to unveil the mystery of the fate of those 10,000 men near the Gobi Desert. In that endeavor he finds the love of a Chinese Anthropologist but also the danger of dark interests that do not want their presence in the
region. The quest becomes a personal challenge. A brilliant exponent of the historical fiction genre. The Lost Legion is a thriller that will keep your breath until the end.
"Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion" by G. Hamilton-Browne is a book that reveals the anecdotes of soldiers against the Maori tribes in South Africa. Excerpt: "In introducing these yarns let me state that now I am laid up on the shelf my thoughts go back to those days and nights of the veld and bush, and I frequently feel I would give all the rest of the map if I
could again find myself on the open lands of the frontier with a good horse between my knees and a few scores of the old boys behind me. Now I hold pen instead of carbine and revolver, but why should memories of the old days pass away? Let me fancy I sit by the camp fire again, telling yarns as we used to under the dark blue skies and blazing stars of
South Africa. Let me spin you some yarns of the Lost Legion."
Near the turn of the first century, the Ninth Legion disappeared from frontier borderlands separating Romanized Britannia from the uncivilized lowlands of Caledonia. Between its first deployment there during Agricola's invasion in 84AD and the return of Emperor Hadrian in 122AD, all mention of the Ninth fades from memory. Although history speaks clearly of
a massive uprising in the same region during 119AD, no authenticated record confirms the legion's military annihilation on a field of battle, and no evidence confirms its reassignment to any other region of the empire. Contemporary Rome, and all of history, seems to have simply forgotten the Ninth. Until now. Recent archeological discoveries clarify the
legion's fate. As outlined in a unique letter penned two-thousand-years ago on a carefully preserved swatch of parchment, Legio IX's mysterious destiny is a tale of political intrigue, financial mismanagement, familial in-fighting, and social upheaval, all intermixed with the unyielding discipline required to keep a Roman legion safe in the field. For the first time
since these events unfolded, the fully restored "Governor's Letter" identifies the men, women and children that collectively contrived the disaster. More informatively, the famed missive also clearly implicates its author as a central conspiratorial architect of the plot that resulted in the bloody revolt of 119AD and Legio IX's puzzling disappearance. Bold and
thought-provoking, this account of the Ninth's intriguing doom rises from factual foundations constructed of moldering parchments, crumbling bones and toppled stones, all base materials of history's reconstruction.
Spellbook Studio and J. Ellington Ashton Press proudly present the explosive second chapter of the Lost Legion by D.A. Roberts. The Lost Legion: Blood and Honor takes you back into the universe of The Infinite Black with the soldiers of the Iron Legion. In epic space battles that define a universe, there are the lives of the people that call it their home. Spellbook
Studio, the company that brought you The Infinite Black game, gives you a glimpse into some of those lives. See their universe as you have never seen it before. Return with us to "The Infinite Black."Harvester Fleet Septimus Decius found themselves two hundred years in the future and in orbit of their original target, Haakon Prime. Without new orders, they
carried on with their mission. They carried out the invasion of Haakon Prime. They would soon discover that the intelligence on Haakon was over two hundred years old. The Iron Legion was in for a much more technologically advanced enemy than they had planned for. Soon they were fighting for their lives, not just the resources of Haakon Prime. A desperate
battle will be fought for the fate of the Legion.Fabretti Control watches the outcome of the battle in hopes that the Iron Legion can face an even greater enemy that is destroying colonies. The greatest challenge they have ever faced will push them to the edge and beyond. A new threat has emerged that is unlike anything they have ever known. Can the Legion
survive the mysterious T'kri't'ek?
Lost Legion Rediscovered
When All Seems Lost
Mission 204 and the Reluctant Dragon
The Meridian Five and the Lost Legion
Orphaned in Ny, five teenagers are nearly killed by the man who made them orphans. They are saved at the last minute by Roman Centurions long feared destroyed. The five uncover the details of their parent's death the origin of their inherited abilities and the truth about the darkness that
comes for them all.
It is 74 BC and war rages in the east... Pompey Magnus holds sway in Rome, Caesar is beginning to make a name for himself, and in a few short months Crassus will face the slave army of Spartacus. But, in the east, Lucius Licinius Lucullus is fighting for Rome against the renegade King
Mithradates. It is into this theatre that our hero Petro, a young soldier from a seaside town on the Neapolitan coast, finds himself, and he is in trouble almost from day one. He dreams of returning to his girl back home covered in glory, but on his first expedition his patrol are attacked by
a tribe of nomads and all are killed while he flees for his life. He is found half-drowned the next day by the women of the tribe as they go to wash their clothes in a nearby river. It is only because the chief's daughter takes pity on him, and the mysterious prophesy of their tribal shaman,
that he survives. Her friend Chione, whose husband was killed by the Romans, would have murdered him on the spot and takes every opportunity she can to exact her vengeance... Now his life is on a knife-edge, but he learns their language, their horse-riding skills and their culture as they
deliberate his fate, thus unwittingly becoming a valuable asset to the army when, and if, he eventually returns. Pursued by Chione, he is almost killed by his own comrades, the High Priestess of the Snake cult and of course the King's army. Alone in a hostile world, despite the dubious support
of a group of Amazons, can he survive to return home to his girl? And if he does will she still want him? And what did the Shaman's prophesy really mean? The Lost Legion is a thrilling historical tale that recreates and engrossing impression of life in ancient times. Praise for The Lost Legion
'Combine deft story-telling with a flair for historical detail.' - Richard Foreman Nick Swyft has been writing for over twenty years, mainly for his own pleasure and that of friends. Having won a number of prizes for his short stories, he decided to write a novel for a wider audience. The Lost
Legion is intended to be the first of a trilogy following Petro's life to an explosive conclusion.
Five orphans living in New York City discover they have inherited amazing abilities. Mentored by a group of Roman soldiers long feared destroyed, they begin to unravel the details surrounding their parent's death, the origin of their abilities and truth about the darkness that comes for all
they hold dear.
Get the PDF and EPUB NOW as well. Included in your purchase you have Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion in EPUB AND PDF format to read on any tablet, ereader, desktop, laptop or smartphone simultaneous - Get it NOW. Finally available, a high quality book of the original classic edition of Camp
Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion. It was previously published by other bona fide publishers, and is now, after many years, back in print. This is a new and freshly published edition of this culturally important work by G. Hamilton-Browne, which is now, at last, again available to you. Enjoy this
classic work today. These selected paragraphs distill the contents and give you a quick look inside Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion: Look inside the book: "Our women left the pah for this purpose, and had been gone but a short time when they returned and told us that the soldiers would not
allow them to pass, and that, on their insisting on doing so, telling the interpreter that there was no water or food in the pah and that they must get some, the mouth had told them that the big chief had given orders that no food or water should be carried into the pah and that if they passed
through the soldiers they would be prevented from coming back. ...These men do not have the fine appearance of soldiers, but know more about war, and are greatly to be feared; for they did not wait to get each man into his right place, but attacked us each man as he could, and being, moreover,
good fighting men, they killed many of us and delayedPg 17 us so much that the soldiers, having had time to regulate themselves, reached the hill almost as soon as we did.
The Meridian Five & the Lost Legion
Blood and Honor
Maine's Lost Legion
Legion of the Lost

Do you have what it takes to be a clone trooper in the Republic Army? In this "Decide Your Destiny "story you can choose from multiple characters, such as medic, commander or demolitions expert, and dozens of paths to create your own adventure. With over twenty-five different endings, every time you read the book itall be a whole new adventure.
Pulled from his honeymoon, Tlingit Alaska State Trooper Robert Sable investigates the murders of the governor's brother and the brother's friends. Clutched in the dead men's hands are gold coins imprinted with the likeness of Augustus Caesar. As Sable follows the clues, he realizes a myth Roman soldiers settled in Alaska more than 2,000 years ago may be true. Closing
in, he comes face to face with the architect of the murders, a village chieftain who is a descendent of the Romans. The descendents have set into motion a plot to take over the halls of power in Washington, D.C. Even the current Alaskan governor unknowingly is being used as a pawn to achieve this aim. It is up to Sable to foil the plot and put the chief and his fellow
conspirators behind bars.
In the latter days of the Roman Empire, the corruption of the Caesars led to the decay of the government. Vast sums of revenues were either diverted or stolen. The legions in the outer provinces were weakened for lack of funding. The conflict between Rome and Constantinopolis (Constantinople) rose into open rebellion. The empire was split in two; the Western Roman
Empire with its capital in Rome and the Eastern Roman Empire or as it would later be known as Byzantium with Constantinople as its capital. The western empire was weak but it held the seat of the Catholic Church with the Pope in the Holy City of Rome. Attacks by the Vandals and Ostrogoths weakened Gaul and pressed on to Rome. The trade routes to Rome were cut off
by the warring factions in Germania. The Amber Road was one of the trade routes cut from reaching Rome. In 402 A.D. secret order was made to send a legionary force of 2500 men was sent into northeastern Germania what is today Poland. They were ordered to reopen the Amber Road and to protect the trade caravans from Gedania (Gdansk) to Vindobona (Vienna).
Finally, in 410 A.D. King Alaric of the Visigoths sacked Rome. The Western Empire fell and broke into fragmented provinces. Ravenna was now the capital city of what was left of the Western Empire. The Legion to the north was lost in all of the confusion and forgotten. For twenty years it would have to survive on its own against many changing forces that passed through
northern Europe, including the Huns. This is the story of the Lost Legion into the north.
Fictionalized account of the wars that took place in New Zealand between 1866-1871 by Col. G. Hamilton-Browne ("Maori Browne"), a member of the Lost Legion.
The Western Raider #3
The lost legion
What Really Happened to IX Hispana?
With the Lost Legion in New Zealand - Primary Source Edition
Over trackless, uncharted mountains and flaming deserts, where thirst and hunger took their toll in blood and death, Silver Trent led the remnant of his Raiders against El Diablo's mighty wasteland stronghold.... But could Silver hope to rally his enslaved countrymen imprisoned there and win free the girl he loved-or
would he and his loyal followers spend the rest of their days in that desert tyrant's torture pits?
A vast tapestry of ancient times unfolds in this stirring tale of adventure and romance, whose setting reaches fom the hills of rome to the limits of the known world in the age of the Emperor Caligula.
Set during the period of the late Roman Republic, the Western Dragon follows the trials and adventures of the centurion, Ateius Labeo. Ateius is captured after the disasterous Battle of Carrhae by the Parthians and transported as a slave thousands of miles eastward. There, he is forced to fight to the death for the
amusement of others until he makes his escape further east to the lands of ancient China. Because of his talents, Ateius quickly rises through the ranks of the Han Imperial Army until intrigue puts his life and those of his friends in danger.
Legio IX Hispana had a long and active history, later founding York from where it guarded the northern frontiers in Britain. But the last evidence for its existence in Britain comes from AD 108. The mystery of their disappearance has inspired debate and imagination for decades. The most popular theory, immortalized
in Rosemary Sutcliffe's novel The Eagle of the Ninth, is that the legion was sent to fight the Caledonians in Scotland and wiped out there.But more recent archaeology (including evidence that London was burnt to the ground and dozens of decapitated heads) suggests a crisis, not on the border but in the heart of the
province, previously thought to have been peaceful at this time. What if IX Hispana took part in a rebellion, leading to their punishment, disbandment and damnatio memoriae (official erasure from the records)? This proposed 'Hadrianic War' would then be the real context for Hadrian's 'visit' in 122 with a whole
legion, VI Victrix, which replaced the 'vanished' IX as the garrison at York. Other theories are that it was lost on the Rhine or Danube, or in the East. Simon Elliott considers the evidence for these four theories, and other possibilities.
Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion
With the Lost Legion in New Zealand
The True Experience of An American in the French Foreign Legion
Rudyard Kipling: The Lost Legion

This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and
despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Near the turn of the First Century, the Ninth Legion disappeared from frontier borderlands separating Romanized Britannia from the uncivilized lowlands of Caledonia. Between its first deployment there during Agricola's invasion in 84AD and the return of Emperor Hadrian in 122AD, all mention of the Ninth
fades from memory. Although history speaks clearly of a massive uprising in the same region during 119AD, no authenticated record confirms the legion's military annihilation on a field of battle, and no evidence confirms its reassignment to any other region of the empire. Contemporary Rome, and all of
history, seems to have simply forgotten the Ninth. Until now. Recent archeological discoveries clarify the legion's fate. As outlined in a unique letter penned two-thousand-years ago on a carefully preserved swatch of parchment, Legio IX's mysterious destiny is a tale of political intrigue, financial
mismanagement, familial in-fighting, and social upheaval, all intermixed with the unyielding discipline required to keep a Roman legion safe in the field. For the first time since these events unfolded, the fully restored "Governor's Letter" identifies the men, women and children that collectively contrived the
disaster. More informatively, the famed missive also clearly implicates its author as a central conspiratorial architect of the plot that resulted in the bloody revolt of 119AD and Legio IX's puzzling disappearance. Bold and thought-provoking, this account of the Ninth's intriguing doom rises from factual
foundations constructed of moldering parchments, crumbling bones and toppled stones, all base materials of history's reconstruction.
As part of the Literature Network, Chris Beasley presents the full text of the English poem entitled "The Lost Legion." This poem was written by the Indian-born English author Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936).
List of Maine emigrants elected to Congress.
An Account of an Australian Prisoner of War in Thailand and Japan and His Subsequent Involvement in Australian Intelligence
Roman Britain's Missing Legion
The Story of the Fifteen Hundred American Doctors who Served with the B. E. F. in the Great War

The Lost Legion follows Quintus, a veteran Roman centurion who has been hired by the senator Marcus Crassus to prepare his newly recruited legions to invade Parthia and beyond. But the initial battle with their enemy fails, resulting in the capture of Quintus and thousands
of other Romans. Compelled to lead the captives to freedom by his bonds of comradeship, the centurion and his troops escape to a land that is hostile, unyielding and unexpectedly civilised; a land that eventually overwhelms them.For the last two millennia, scholars
believed the soldiers who survived the Battle of Carrhae perished until in 1940 historian Homer H. Dubs proposed that the Romans later journeyed into Central Asia and Han China, an idea backed by the writings of renowned ancient authors: Pliny the Elder, Horace and Ban Gu.
The theory, together with a wealth of imagination and research, provides the plot for the enticing historical adventure novel: The Lost Legion.
Captured by the alien Ramanthians, diplomat Christine Vanderveen must protect the Confederacy's President from both their captors and fellow prisoners. But rescue is on the way, led by Lieutenant Tonio Sanchez, Vanderveen's former lover, who must try to set aside his
personal feelings for the sake of the mission.
The son of underpaid Mexican immigrants, Jaime earned a degree in mechanical engineering from Purdue. But at twenty-three, he was disillusioned with the corporate fast track. So he became an outcast American in a hard-bitten group of recruits-men on the run from their
pasts, men without hope: He joined the French Foreign Legion. From the Legion's notoriously brutal training to Salazar's fierce competitiveness, ultimate disillusionment and dramatic desertion, Legion of the Lost is a compelling, firsthand account of today's French Foreign
Legion that will dispel myths while adding to the legend of the finest trained army of warriors the world has ever known.
"Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion" by G. Hamilton-Browne. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Perdition's Flames
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Camp Fire Yarns of the Lost Legion - the Original Classic Edition
IX
'The Lost Legion' is the second in an exciting new series of 'Dangerous Worlds' Adventure Gamebooks! Disease, death and pestilence stalk this endless expanse of dense primordial jungle. Your cursing men labour through steaming bog and cloying mud, through deliciously lethal flora, and over ankle splitting vines and hollows. Curses
are muffled beneath matted beards, and mutinous eyes concealed behind sweat-soaked hair, and yet the Company follows you. The search for the 17th Legion and the promise of riches drive the scoundrels onwards under your command. Can you retain it? Can you seek out that which you desire to find. Only YOU can hold together this
rag tag group of miscreants and vagabonds, only YOU can determine the events about to unfold...
Excerpt from With the Lost Legion in New Zealand Every Johnny not a professional novelist has, I suppose, some reason besides making money when he sits down to write a book, for, as far as I can see, there is deuced little pleasure to be gained by the author while occupied in doing so, especially if, like myself, he should have passed
some forty years of his life on the frontiers of the Empire, and, with the exception of writing an occasional letter, has never, during that time, taken a pen in his hand. My reason is that during the last three or four years, since broken health and bad luck drove me back to civilisation, such as it is in England, I have frequently been
knocked end-ways by the woeful ignorance of all classes of Englishmen, not only of the history of the various colonies that form the Empire, but also of the struggles of the men in acquiring and holding the same. Again I have noticed no one ever gives the colonial irregular troops the least credit of having fought and suffered in the
Imperial cause, nor does anyone in this country seem to be aware of the debt the Empire owes to the men of the Lost Legion. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
In AD383, according to Bishop Eucherius of Lyon, flooding caused part of the bank of the River Rhone to collapse, revealing a massed grave of thousands of bodies. Eucherius identified these as a legion recruited for the Roman army from the Christians of the Theban district in Egypt, whom he claimed had been massacred nearly a
century previously (near the modern village of St Maurice-en-Valais in southwestern Switzerland) for refusing to obey orders they considered immoral. This incident, asserted by Eucherius as matter of fact, is unrecorded elsewhere. Even the existence of this Theban legion is unclear.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Gun-Call for the Lost Legion
Lost Legion
A Czechoslovakian Epic
A Czechoslovakian Epic : 24 Illust. [and Maps].
Roman Britain's Missing LegionWhat Really Happened to IX Hispana?Pen & Sword Military
“Examines all the possible fates of the famous IX legion . . . takes you on a fascinating detective journey through all the corners of the Roman Empire.” —History . . . The Interesting Bits! Legio IX Hispana had a long and active history, later founding York from where it guarded the northern frontiers in Britain. But the last evidence for its existence in Britain comes from AD 108. The mystery of their
disappearance has inspired debate and imagination for decades. The most popular theory, immortalized in Rosemary Sutcliffe’s novel The Eagle of the Ninth, is that the legion was sent to fight the Caledonians in Scotland and wiped out there. But more recent archaeology (including evidence that London was burnt to the ground and dozens of decapitated heads) suggests a crisis, not on the border
but in the heart of the province, previously thought to have been peaceful at this time. What if IX Hispana took part in a rebellion, leading to their punishment, disbandment and damnatio memoriae (official erasure from the records)? This proposed ‘Hadrianic War’ would then be the real context for Hadrian’s ‘visit’ in 122 with a whole legion, VI Victrix, which replaced the ‘vanished’ IX as the garrison
at York. Other theories are that it was lost on the Rhine or Danube, or in the East. Simon Elliott considers the evidence for these four theories, and other possibilities. “A great and fascinating read . . . a page turner . . . The book offers some interesting and intriguing ideas around the fate of the Ninth.” —Irregular Magazine “An historical detective story pursued with academic rigour.” —Clash of Steel “A
seminal and landmark study.” —Midwest Book Review
Spellbook Studios brought you The Infinite Black game. This is the first novel set in that universe. In the epic space battles that define The Infinite Black, there are the lives of the people that call it their home. Take the first glimpse into some of those lives. From Corporate Soldier to Fierce Pirates to Struggling Freighter crews, take the journey and see The Infinite Black as you have never seen it
before. Through the creative mind of D.A. Roberts, author of the groundbreaking Ragnarok Rising Saga, you will see the universe in a different light. Step into The Infinite Black.Download and play the game for free on your phone or other electronic device. Find it at https: //www.spellbook.com/tib/In the early days of space exploration, the Corporations controlled everything. Finding it easier just to
take the resources they wanted from planets that were unable to resist them, they created the first of the Harvester Fleets. These fleets would find, conquer and strip planets of their resources. No one could challenge the might of the corporate fleets and nothing could stand in their way. Harvester Fleet Septimus Decius was sent to a rich target, ripe for the harvest. They never suspected that
everything was about to change when they reached Haakon Prime. Ambushed by the enigmatic race known as the Wyrd, Harvester Fleet Septimus Decius fought a desperate battle to survive. But even the Wyrd weren't ready for what happened next. Everything would change in one fatal instant.Two hundred years later, two radically different crews on two very different ships would discover that their
fates were intertwined with the Lost Fleet. Destiny would bring them both to Haakon Prime, but it will be the choices that they make that will define them all. Will they be the saviors or the damned? Will they join the Lost Fleet
Excerpt from With the Lost Legion in New Zealand Every Johnny not a professional novelist has, I suppose, some reason besides making money when he sits down to write a book, for, as far as I can see, there is deuced little pleasure to be gained by the author while occupied in doing so, especially if, like myself, he should have passed some forty years of his life on the frontiers of the Empire, and,
with the exception of writing an occasional letter, has never, during that time, taken a pen in his hand. My reason is that during the last three or four years, since broken health and bad luck drove me back to civilisation, such as it is in England, I have frequently been knocked end-ways by the woeful ignorance of all classes of Englishmen, not only of the history of the various colonies that form the
Empire, but also of the struggles of the men in acquiring and holding the same. Again I have noticed no one ever gives the colonial irregular troops the least credit of having fought and suffered in the Imperial cause, nor does anyone in this country seem to be aware of the debt the Empire owes to the men of the Lost Legion. Not long ago I dined at the same table with a big city pot, who after dinner
gassed inordinately about Our Empire, laying a great stress on the our, as if he had been a prime mover in the settlement of every country contained in it. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
With the Lost Legion in New Zealand (Classic Reprint)
Book One of the Lost Legion Trilogy
The Lost Legion
Britannia's Lost Legion
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